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Tema:           Ligte, gedigte en dinge 

Aktiwiteit 27 

Spelling 

1. koud (cold)                                   6.  dorings (thorns) 
2. minste (least)                             7.  mense (people) 
3. baklei (fight)                                8.  lekkers (sweets) 
4. heeldag (all day)                         9.  pouse (break) 
5. verbrande (burned)                   10. gesteek (stung)     

Sinne 

1. Die ys is baie k________________ . 
2. Daar is d___________ aan die boom. 
3. Dit is v___________________ hout. 
4. Hulle speel die h_______________ op die rugbyveld. 
5. Daar is l_____________ in die mandjie. 
6. Die m____________ loop in die straat. 
7. Die kat en die hond b______________ 
8. Die by het my g_______________ . 
9. Ons het elke dag ‘n lang p____________ . 
10. Piet het min speelgoed, maar Jan het die 

m_________ speelgoed.                                       (10) 
 

2. Gebruik elke spelwoord en maak ‘n sin daarmee. 
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Woodwork             Prep 1: Lesson 1          Mr. S. Pienaar 

 

Measuring and Testing Tools 

Measuring Tape:  

1.) Case or Shell 
The casing is made of plastic or metal. 

The length of the tape is indicated on the case. 

 

2.) Blade 
The blade is made of spring steel. 

The blade comes in different lengths 3m, 5m or 10m. 

 

3.) Hook 
The hook can slide around so that inside and outside measurements can be taken. 

Uses:  

To measure long lengths. 

 

 

Square: 

1.) Stock 
Is made of cast iron. 

 

2.) Blade 
Are divided into millimeters.  

Forms a 90° angle with the stock. 

 

3.) Groove 
Where the stock and the blade meet a groove is formed to draw a line all the way 

into the corner. 

Uses:  

To test if angles are 90° and to draw 90° lines with a pencil. 

 



Homework Activity: 

Question 1: 

1.1) Name the 3 parts of a measuring tape.                                                                           (3) 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

 

1.2) What is a measuring tape used for?                                                                                 (1) 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

1.3) What are the most common lengths for a measuring tape?                                       (3) 

____________________ 

____________________ 

____________________ 

 

Question 2: 

2.1)    Name the 3 parts of a square.                                                                                            (3) 

          ____________________ 

          ____________________ 

          ____________________ 

 

2.2)   What is a square used for?                                                                                                  (2) 

          ___________________________________________________________ 

 

2.3)  What angle does the blade form with the stock?                                                            (1) 

         ____________________ 
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Scriber 

 

Figure: A scriber 

We use scribers to draw lines on materials. Scribers are made of tool steel and are available in 

various sizes. When a metal surface is in such a condition that a scriber line is not clearly visible, it 

should be prepared with a cover layer such as an engineer's blue spray. 

When scribing, hold the rule or square firmly. Let the scriber lean away from the guide so that its 

point can be placed at the edge of the guide. Also lean the scriber in the direction of the 

movement. 

Activity 1 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Give the correct use of the scriber. 

2. What material is a scriber made of 

Punches 

900 included angle 

600 included angle 

Prick punch 

Figure: A centre punch and a prick punch 
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Centre punch 

Centre punches are used to enlarge the pop mark on a surface where a hole has to be drilled. 

They are made of tool steel and the included angle should be 900. This punch mark acts as a 

guide for the drill when you start drilling. 

Prick punch 

We use this type of punch to mark or 'pop' scribed lines to make them more prominent. You can 

also use a prick punch to indicate the centre of a circle. Prick punches are made of tool steel. The 

included angle should be 600. When objects are machined, scribed lines will disappear, but half of 

the pop mark will remain, indicating the position of the line. 

 

Ball pein hammers 

Wedges 

Neck 

poll 

Face 

Figure: A ball pein hammer 

Hammers 
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Hammer heads 

The head of the hammer is made of carbon steel or cast steel that contains approximately 

0,6% carbon. Hammers are classified according to the mass of the head which varies from 250 

g to 1 kg. Both striking face and pein are hardened and tempered. The striking face is used for 

driving blows and the pein for riveting. 

Cheeks or centres of hammers 

The cheek of a hammer is left untempered to maintain its tenacity. If hardened, it could easily 

crack or break. 

Shafts or handles 

The hole or eye, in which the shaft fits, is tapered. This allows the end of the shaft to expand 

when a wedge is driven into the shaft. The wedge is made of steel or hard wood. The shaft 

must be well-seasoned, straight-grained wood without knots. Ash or hickory wood is normally 

used because of its ability to absorb shock. The length of the handle should suit the size. 

Soft face hammers (mallets) The head of these hammers is made of copper, lead, leather, rubber 

or plastic. Most of these heads are replaceable. They are used on finished surfaces which should 

not be damaged.Figure: A soft face hammer 

 

 

 

 

 

Activity 3 

Answer thefollowing questions on hammers: 

1. Name the three parts ofa hammer. 

2. Namefourproperties ofa good hammer shaft. 

3. Give two uses ofa ballpein hammer. 

4. How is the shaftfitted to the hammer? 

5. Explain the use ofa softface hammer. 
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Hacksaws 

Handle 

Blade tensioner  

Blade (teeth always face forward) 

Figure: A hacksaw 

A hacksaw consists of a frame, handle and renewable blade. There are also two blade-holders 

and a wing nut. We use a hacksaw to cut metals and composites. 

Hacksaw frame 

Fixed type: The frame cannot be adjusted and takes only one length of blade. 

Adjustable type: The frame can be adjusted and takes blades of various lengths. 

Hacksaw handle 

The handle is either the straight or pistol-grip type. The pistol-grip type is preferred because it is 

more comfortable. 

Hacksaw blade-holder 

The blade holder is a threaded square section which slides into the frame. A wingnut, screwed 

onto the thread, tightens the blade. The other end has a peg, over which the blades fits. 

Hacksaw blade 

There are two types of blade. High speed steel blades are used on harder metals. Medium carbon 

steel blades are used on softer metals such as copper. 

Specification of blades 

The following aspects of a hacksaw blade are specified: temper, set, tooth size and length. 
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Temper 

All hard: The entire blade is hardened. These blades are used for accurate work. The blades are 

relatively brittle and expensive and require a sense of skill when used. 

Tooth-hardened: Only the teeth are tempered and the blade is flexible. This blade is suitable for 

workers who must still develop their skills. 

Set 

Teeth are set to saw a wider cut than the blade itself, which prevents binding in the saw-cut and 

the blade breaking. Blades can be set alternately or in a wavy pattern. Alternate teeth are set 

slightly outward to the left and right. A wavy set is where groups of teeth are set to the left and 

right. This method is used on blades with fine teeth. 

Tooth size 

Tooth size is expressed in the term teeth per 25 mm'. The more teeth per 25 mm, the smaller 

they are. Choose a blade with the correct tooth size for the job. Softer and thicker metals require 

a blade with fewer teeth than harder and thinner metals. 

Length 

The length is measured between the outside edges of the holes in the blade. 

How to use a hacksaw 

The frame must be in a good condition and the correct blade must be chosen. Fit the blade with 

the teeth pointing away from the handle. Ensure that the tension of the blade is correct. Clamp 

the workpiece firmly and start cutting on a flat surface. Saw with long, even strokes and apply 

slight pressure. Use the full length of the saw. The number of strokes should not exceed 60 per 

minute. 
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Reasons for blades breaking 

• skew sawing motion 

• incorrect tension  cutting at a sharp angle  metal not firmly clamped  

blade binding in the cut. 

Activity 4 

Answer the following questions on hacksaws: 

l. Name two types of frames. 

2. How are the blades classified? 

3. How is the length of the blade determined? 

4. Why are the teeth of hacksaw blades set? 

 

Files 

 

 

 

                                    Blade                          Tang                Handle 

 

Three square file 

 

Round file 

Figure: Different types of files 

A file is a cutting tool whose different faces have sharp edges. You use a file to reduce an object to 

a specific size or shape. The file is sanded over the object with repetitive movements while each of 

the file teeth removes small splinters from it. 
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Files are made of cast steel. The blade is very hard, while the sting (the tapered tip of the file 

sticking in the handle) is left soft to prevent it from under the pressure of the file. 

Files are designed for different types of filing activities, and are graded and classified according to 

length, diameter, teeth and roughness. 

Length 

The length of the file is measured from the end to the shoulder to the other end. 

Types of file cuts and their purpose 

Single-cut files 

The teeth of this type of file are cut parallel to one another, across its surface, at an angle of 

approximately 65 0 to the axis of the file. It is recommended for working on soft metal such as 

copper, lead and brass. 

Double-cut files 

This type of file has a second series of parallel teeth cut in the opposite direction to the first set of 

teeth. The first set is cut at about 45 0 and the other set is cut at between 700 and 800 to the axis 

of the file. These files are used for general work. 

Rasps 

The teeth on a rasp are course and large. Rasps are used for filing very soft materials such as 

wood and leather. 

Degree of coarseness 

Files differ in their degree of coarseness. There are rough, bastard, second-cut and smooth files. 

Files used in the workshop 

Flat files 
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A flat file is rectangular and its width is parallel for about two-thirds of its length; from there, the file 

tapers in width and thickness. These files are always double cut on the surface and single-cut on 

the edge, and are used for general purposes. 

Square files 

Square files taper for the last third of their length and are double-cut on all faces. They are used 

for filing corners, slots and square holes. 

Round files 

They taper like the square file and are generally single-cut for lengths of up to 150 mm. (Rough 

and bastard types are used for longer lengths and are double cut.) They are used for opening 

out holes and for filing round corners. 

Half-round files 

Half-round files are usually double-cut on the flat face, and single-cut on the curved surface. This 

section is not quite semi-circular, and it tapers the last third of its length, both in width and 

thickness. They are used for filing corners less than 900 and concave surfaces. 

 Three-square files 

Three-square files are usually double-cut, and taper to a point. They have three 600 corners and 

are used to sharpen saw-teeth and to file corners less than 900. 

Knife-edge files 

Knife-edge files have two faces that are double-cut while their edges are single cut. They are 

used for filing or cleaning out sharp corners. 

File handles 

File handles are made of wood (or plastic) with a steel ferrule at the ends. Different sizes are 

available to suit the size of the file. Always ensure that the file tang fits tightly into the handle, as a 

file with a loose handle is liable to cause serious injury. 


